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ABSTRACT
Recently, the Low Temperature Cofired Ceramics (LTCC) technology has shown to be an
excellent ahernative to silicon-based microfabrication techniques for 1he production of threedimensional structures using a muhilayer approach. This enables the integration of several
unitary operations of a classical analytical process and also the integration of sensors, actuators
and electronics in the same substrate. In this work, we show the integration of the actuators and
the sensors needed for 1he control of temperature inside a miniaturized fluidic device. The
proposed device presents enough 1hermal accuracy to be used in chemical systems where
temperature control is a crucial factor, such as enzyme reactions or PCR systems.
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INTRODUCTION
Analytical Chemistry has been deeply influenced by progress in science and technology
occurring in recent decades. In particular, the concept of integration has had a deep impact in
classical analytical systems, where the integrated parts correspond to the different unitary
operations of an analytical process [ 1].
Despite the fact that current Total Analysis Systems (TAS) provide traceability, precision and
accuracy, they also show some disadvantages including: low analysis frequency, high reagent
and sample consumption, lack of portability, need of expert users, etc. To solve some of these
drawbacks, a new generation of chemical analyzers has been developed: the µ-TAS (micro
Total Analysis Systems), involving the integration and scaling down of all the unitary
operations of the analytical process [2-4]. The miniaturization of analytical systems has grown
rapidly in the area of fluidics. However, the achievement of microdevices integrating fluidics
and electronics, producing autonomous and miniaturized analyzers, has been a more difficuh
challenge.
Among all the materials available for microdevices fabrication, silicon has been the most used.
However, there is a recent trend of using polymers because of their lo w cost and interesting
applications. The present work focuses on Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramics or LTCC. This
material has been widely applied as an electronic substrate [5-7], not only because it is suitable
for high volume and low cost circuit fabrication, but also beca use it is useful for the
construction of multi-layer circuits using surface mounting techniques and thick film
technologies. The LTCC technology for printed circuit boards combines the dielectric
properties of the ceramic layers with embedded tracks made of highly conductive metals, such
as silver or gold [8, 9]. Recently, the muhi-layer approach has also been applied to build
complex three-dimensional microfluidic structures used as platforms for the fabrication of
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miniaturiz.ed systems for different analytical process. Table 1 shows a classification of some
devices buih with LTCC technology.
This paper shows that the LTCC is a suitable technology for the construction of the different
elements contained in miniaturized analyzers such as chemical modules (fluid management and
chemical pretreatment), detection subsystems and/or the electronics needed for control and
measurement purposes. Moreover, LTCC provides an excellent substrate for the monolithic
integration of the whole elements allowing complex and small three-dimensional continuous
flow analytical systems. In previous work, the suitability of this technology for the fabrication
of miniaturized flow systems was demonstrated [29, 30].
In 1he present work, the integration of a temperature control circuit in a flow system will be
presented and discussed to show the suitability of the LTCC technology to integrate
microfluidics and electronics monolithically. A temperature control circuit is very useful for
chemical and biochemical applications. For instance, it could be applied in Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR) protocols, where temperature has to be controlled in different zones with an
accuracy of ±1° C [31-34] . Moreover, a large number of enzymatic reactions increase their
reaction rates at 37 ° C and temperatures higher than 45-500C can inhibit their catalytic
properties so an accurate temperature control can be very useful in applications involving
enzymes.
Several heating/cooling mechanisms have been already reported. Some of them include air
cycles [31], external Peltier devices [31, 32] and heating components integrated using screen
printing techniques [34] . Thermocouples have been used as temperature sensors placing them
directly in contact with the sample or integrated in proximity to an external heating element
[32, 34-36].
To attain a real total analysis microsystem, both the sensor and the heating/cooling elements
have to be integrated within the flow system. However, miniaturization techniques based on
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silicon, glass or polymers may not be versatile enough to integrate the fluidics and the needed
electronics. For that reason, the electronic components are normally placed outside the fluidic
device.
Some interesting studies about the compatibility and integration of thick-film thermistors and
resistors in LTCC have already been done taking advantage of the use of LTCC as an
electronic substrate [37-40].
In this paper, the suitability of the LTCC technology to integrate fluidics and electronics using
a single substrate is demonstrated by the monolithic integration of planar resistors used as
actuators (heat generation) and thermistors used as sensors with the microfluidics involved for
an analytical system.

EXPERIMENTAL
The general LTCC fabrication process of a miniaturized device has been described in detail
elsewhere [8, 30]. Although the design, construction and evaluation of a thermal cycler using
LTCC technology has been previously reported [37], a new approach is assayed in the present
work, integrating fluidics and electronics monolithically.
Materials
Green tape ceramics 951AX, the cofrreable solderable Ag/Pd conductor paste 6146 and the
resistive paste CF021 (100 ohms/sq) supplied by Dupont were used. The thermistor paste used
was R131 (1000 ohm/sq) supplied by Heraeus. A stainless steel screen (50 µm depth) was used
for the screen-printing of the pastes. The screen-printer used was a DEK 248 (Asflex
Internacionai Spain).
The following components were used to characterize the constructed systems: a peristaltic
pump (Minipuls 3, Gilson, Wisconsin, US), 1.02 mm internal diameter silicon tubing
(ISMATEC, Zurich, Switzerland), 0.8 mm internal diameter Teflon tubing ( SCHARLAB, S.L.,
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Cambridge, England), a programmable box oven (CARBOLITE CBCWF11/23P16, Afora,
Spain) and a thermocouple-based thermometer (Fruke 179 Multimeter).
Thermistors and resistors construction
The ohmic value of planar resistors is determined by its geometry and the properties of the
material as shown by equations 1 and 2 [41], where R is the total resistance of the test
structure, Rs (in Q/square) is the resistivity of the material, l, wand t correspond to the length,
width and thickness of the test structure, respectively, and p is the resistivity of the paste (in
Q-cm).
l
R=R,-

(1)

R =p
s
t

(2)

A rectangular geometry was chosen for better power dissipation and to avoid thermis1or
warming that would introduce errors to the measurement process. Before the thermistor and
resistor pastes were printed and integrated in a fluidic device, they had to be built and
evaluated separately to optimize their working area. Different sizes were tried to reach a
compromise between the best electrical properties and the smallest size. Ten different areas
were tested keeping the ratios l= l.3·w, 1=1.6-w and 1=2.3-w to obtain resistive varues of 5.6
kQ, 6.8 kQ and 10 kQ, respectively for thermistors, and values of 56 Q, 68 Q and 100 Q,
respectively for resistors.
Figure 1 shows some of the devices built and tested. Before screen-printing, ceramic layers
were dried in an oven at 120° C for 25 minutes as a preconditioning step. Paths and vias were
dried at I00° C for 5 minutes after the deposition of each paste. The lamination and sintering
processes used were those previously described [9, 30].
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Fluidic microsystem construction
After the thermistors and the resistors were optimized, they were integrated into a microfluidic
structure. The first prototype is shown in figure 2.
Although the thermal conductivity of the ceramic layers (3 W/mK) is smaller than the thermal
conductivity of other common materials, such as silicon (148 W/mK at 300K), isolation
channels were integrated in the design for heat confinement purposes taking in consideration
the accurate temperature control needed for the intended applications. Straight channels were
placed on the same layer as the flow channel and a zig-zag channel was placed on a layer
above it None of the isolation channels were in direct contact with the flow channel. Water
and air at room temperature were introduced through the isolation channels to get the
maximum heat confinement, due to their low thermal conductivities of 0.58 W/mK and 0.0264
W/mK, respectively. Heat was generated by the embedded resistor and temperature was
measured at the flow outlet by the thermistor.
Figure 3 shows two more prototypes that were designed after the results obtained with the first
one, which showed that heat had a radial distribution, and it would be used to a greater
a dvantage using a radial flow channel. Thus, the flow channels were placed concentrically to
the resistor. Two types of isolation structures were tested. The first had a spiral shape through
which air fuwed for heat isolation. The second isolation structure was formed by 45 air-filled
pilla rs embedded in the structure.
In all the constructed prototypes, cables were soldered to the surface conductor pads,
connecting the device to the external electronic module.
Experimental manifold
Thermistors are accurate and sensitive temperature sensors. However, they show a non-linear
resistance change as temperature changes [42]. Equation 3 illustrates its ex ponential behavior,
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where RTo is the thermistor resistance at reference temperature,

B is the thermistor gain, Ti is

the thermistor local temperature and To denotes the reference temperature (in Kelvin) [8]:
RTi

= R To exp[p[_!_ _
T;

_!_)]
To

(3)

T he non-linear response of the thermistor can be corrected using a linearization circuit as
shown in figure 4. Using this circuit, a temperature response linear enough is obtained. The
value of the linearization resistor (RF) should be equal to the resistance of the thermistor at the
mid-point of the temperature range of interest. This creates a response whose slope is at its
steepest at this mid-point temperature. For our application, RF was selected to be equal to the
thermistor value at 25 ° C. Applying the linearization circuit, a relation between temperature and
potential was established, obtaining an accurate temperature sensor.
T he electrical pads of the thermistor were isolated and the device was submerged in a water
deposit held at a temperature accurately controlled using a thermostat The resistance variation
as a function of temperature was then measured. A virtual instrument was developed using
Labview 7 .0 (National Instruments, Santa Clara, CA) to characterize several thermistors
simultaneously, speeding the characterization process up.
To characterize the screen-printed heating resistors a high power resistor and a variable power
supply were connected in series to the planar element The power resistor was included to limit
the current and the variable supply to obtain a heating power versus temperature curve. The
temperature was recorded on the surface of the heating resistor as a function of the applied
heating power using a temperature sensor LM35 (Analog Devices, Inc. Nashua, NH).
T he characterization of 1he thermistor is crucial for the development of a precise temperature
control system. Even though the same experimental procedures were followed during the
construction of each thermistor, the devices had to be characterized again once embedded in
the microfluidic system. In this case, the re-characterization followed the same methodology
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previously described for individual devices, but instead of submerging the devices in a water
bath with thermostatic control, a temperature programmable oven was used since ceramics
show good thermal conductivity and uniform heat distribution.
In the case of the resistor, the applied potential was controlled to ensure that liquid flowing
through would be kept at 37 °C with as little power as possible.
Once assembled and re-characteriz.ed, the microfluidic device with the best performance was
actuated using a digital PID (Proportional + Integral + Derivative) control system. The PID
control was implemented using a microcontroller PIC16F877A (Microchip Technologies,
Chandler AZ), Labview 7.0 and a personal computer as the user interface. A block diagram of
the electronics in the system is shown in figure 5.
The digital PID control was programmed using the microcontroller and optimizing its
parameters electronically. The control signal produced by the PID (a pulse width modulated
signal, PWM) was amplified and applied to the resistor embedded in the ceramic system to
heat the liquids flowing in its proximity. Temperature in the fluid was measured with the
thermistor at the outlet channel and then linearized. The signal from the thermistor was
conditioned to the input vohage range of the analog to digital converter in the microcontroller
(0 V to 5 V) and 1hen feedback to the controller. The feedback signal read by the
microcontroller was used to estimate the error and to correct it using the differential equations
programmed in the digital PID control. The system took about five minutes to stabiliz.e before
reaching 1he desired final value or set point of 3 7 °C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Resistors and 1hermistors were evaluated individually at first to find the designs that displayed
the best performance. Figure 6 shows the characterization curves obtained for some thermistors
after linearization. Most of them showed a linear response. Thermistor T6 was selected as the
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best temperature sensor for its small dimensions (0.5 x 0.325 cm), stability, high sensitivity and
linear response: T = -32.4·E + 3.67, where T is the temperature (in Kelvin) and E the measured
potential (in mV). Additionally, it presents one of the highest slopes. Using this equation, the
potential changes from the linearization circuit output potential can be translated to a
temperature.
Most of the heating resistors (see Figure 7) were capable of reaching temperatures above
100° C, but R9 (0.5 x 0.21 cm) was chosen as it required the lowest heating power (1.06 W) to
reach the highest temperature ( 111°C).
LTCC materials are good thermal conductors and without isolation most of the heat produced
by the resistor would be spread out to the surroundings instead of heating the liquid. The first
prototype developed as microfluidic system (see figure 2) included channels both for reagents
to flow and for heat isolation. As previously described, two types of isolation channels were
built and tested, one following a zig-z.ag path and two straight paths. The zig-zag channel
provided better isolation than the straight ones. With this zig-z.ag isolation configuration
temperatures of 44 °C, in the case of water flowing into the isolating channel, and 50 °C, using
air, were reached. In all cases, water was the fluid being heated. When the straight channels
were used for heat isolation, temperatures of 36 .2 °C, using water, and 42.8 ° C, using air, were
reached. The highest temperatures were reached with air due to its lower thermal conductivity
coefficient (0.0264 W/mK). In all cases temperature measurements were done with the
previously characterized thermistors embedded next to the microfluidic channel outlet. A
thermocouple-based thermometer was used as backup. The configuration of this microfluidic
device presented a non-uniform heat distribution along the fluid channel. A radial distribution
of the temperature was observed promoting the design of new devices (see figure 3). Heat
isolation was also implemented in the new microfluidic prototypes in the form of spiral
channels with air flowing through them and also as small columns containing air trapped
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during the sintering process. Figure 8 shows the temperature reached by the fluid when each
approach was followed. The best results were obtained with the spiral channels as isolation.
Temperatures over 50 ° C at the flow outlet were measured using the lowest heating power
requirements (3.2 W as maximum).
Since the best iso lation was attained with the spiral configuration, a third structure with fewer
and wider 1ums was buih (see Figure 9). The thermistor within new device was characterized
again showing a linear response ofT = -7.55·E + 2.72.
The temperature at the liquid outlet was measured at two flow rates, 0.6 ml/min and 1 ml/min
to test the capacity of the microsystem to heat the liquid in the flow channel. Figure 10 shows
that tempera1ures above 40 ° C were attained in both cases but smaller heating power was
required for the flow rate of 0.6 ml/min.
The tempera1ure control was built after the characterization of the fmal microfluidic device.
Figure 11 shows the front panel of the vir1ual instrument developed as the user interface. This
vir1ual instrument was in constant communication with the microcontroller through the RS-232
serial port PID constants values (Kp, Ki and Kd) were optimized to get the best response. The
final goal of this work was to achieve a temperature control unit integrated in a microflow
system, which permits the attainment of a certain constant temperature. Once the experimental
conditions and the L TCC microsystem were characterized, we tried to reach a constant
temperature of 37° C, needed for enzyme reactions. Figure 10, shows 1hat, having applied a
modulated heating power with a maximum of 1 W, 5 minutes were necessary to get the system
stabilized. A small over impulse of l.5 ° C can also be observed. Finally, a value of
37.36±0.07 ° C (n= lO, 95% confidence), at a flow rate of 0.6 ml/min was monitored for 15
minutes.
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CONCLUSIONS
In 1his work two different but compatible features of the LTCC technology have been used: its
ability to serve as a substrate for the fabrication of structures for the fluids management and its
suitability as a template for electronic circuits. These features were used in the construction of
a three-dimensional miniaturized fluidic system and in the integration of electronic
measurement and control components. In particular, a temperature control system based on an
actuator (resistor) and a sensor (thermistor) has been designed, characterized and integrated to
a microflow system using this convenient and fast prototyping technology. The microsystem
reached an accurate temperature control of 37.36±0.07 ° C that is suitable for some biological
reactions, such as those involving enzymes. Additionally, these principles could also be
adapted for their use in PCR procedures.
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Figure 7: Heating resistors characterization. Most resistors reached temperatures around 100
�C varying their current and potential requirements.

Figure 8: Comparative performance of the isolation channels. Higher temperatures were
obtained for spiral isolation channels applying the same heating power.

Figure 9: Optimized spiral isolation (3x3.9 cm2). In: flow inlet. Out: flow outlet. R: resistor.
T: thermistor.

Figure 10: Temperature reached at two flow rates. Higher temperatures were reached at a flow
rate of 0.6 ml/min with less heating power requirements.

Figure 11: A stable response is observed for the PID constants applied to the control system
with oscillations of ±0.07 at the stationary stage.
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